




Who’s that? Who could it be?
Why, it’s a small brown cat called Monkey.

The sun’s shining, it begins to rain,
Monkey decides to take a little nap
and curls down next to Babajee,
an animal in a painting from an African dream.



Babajee whispers in her ear, “Hey Monkey!
Would you like to come with me 
and be in a very special dream?”



Monkey jumps on Babajee’s back
and across the sky to Africa they fly



When it rains and the sun still shines, 
they say in Africa it’s a monkey’s wedding.

Others come, “Try a banana!” they sing to her.      
“Thanks so much,” Monkey says, “but it tastes oh so sweet.
My name’s Monkey, but I prefer meat.”



Babajee calls to Monkey, “Come with me!
There is so much more to see.”  

The rain’s stopped and the sun’s hot.
Hundreds of flying ants flutter all about.
Behind the anthill something amazing swoops by... 



“It’s a butterfly twice my size!”
She runs, she leaps, she grasps it’s feet 
and down through the valley together they sweep.



The butterfly drops Monkey down,
onto the back of a lazy old crocodile.
The croc asks himself,
“What could this small cat want with me?
 Let’s just cruise on down and wait and see.”

And who’s that around the bend?
It’s Babajee of course, he’s there again.
“Oh hello Monkey! Come to me, 
there’s so much more to see!”



Monkey springs along a line of stones. 
But oh my gosh the stones can speak,
“Watch out!” they shout,
“Your claws are sharp, we’re taking our daily beauty bath.”

A little shocked, Monkey doesn’t take care
and lands on the head of a drinking giraffe.



High up between the horns of the giraffe
Monkey thinks to herself,
“He’s quite right my friend Babajee,
from up here I feel so wonderfully free!”



But wait who’s that there sitting in a tree?
It’s Monkey’s friend of course, Babajee!
“Where have you been young cat?
Come to me, there’s so much more to see!”

Monkey looks down, it’s terribly far.
The giraffe says, “Don’t worry small cat, 
I will put you down safe.
Just slide down my neck, pretend it’s a snake.” 



There under the tree Monkey lands at the feet
of a huge lion mum, 
who’s watching her cubs tumble with fun.
Monkey plays with them for hours in the sand. 
Oh what fun it is in this beautiful land.

But wait, where’s Babajee?!
He waves to Monkey and says rather sadly,
“It’s been a long day, we have a very long way,
so come jump on my back,
you’ve been such a good little cat.”



The two they did fly for a night and a day,
and when Monkey awoke she was happy to see
still standing behind her, her good friend Babajee.

She was dying of thirst, so she drank a bowl of sweet cream,
shook sand from her fur and remembered her African dream.






